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snapshot version 7.0 will contain travel information that
is more accurate and available from the beginning of the

tourist season , when businesses start making travel
plans. in particular, the travel component will have more
relevant information on prices for hotel and airfares and

incorporate data from tourism authorities. media release,
16th april 2009 when a snapshot is created, it is saved to
the off-line copy of the repository it is associated to. it is
possible to re-create a snapshot without changing the
data to the original repository, which means we can

either copy or compare the current state of the original
repository with the snapshot. the field is divided into two

components: a properties property and a snapshots
property. the properties property contains json

properties that are later used to create a snapshot. the
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snapshots property is an array of snapshots, which will
each refer to a specific version of the property. the
snapshot will be created in this repository, named

snapshotsanintroductiontotourismpdf/snapshot. the main
readme file is saved as snapshotsanintroductiontotouris
mpdf.snapshots/snapshot.descriptions. snapshot create
"snapshotsanintroductiontotourismpdf/snapshot" "snaps
hotsanintroductiontotourismpdf.snapshots/snapshot.desc

riptions" # mksnapshot will use the current date and
time as a timestamp you should see the following output:

successfully created snapshot
"snapshotsanintroductiontotourismpdf/snapshot" "snaps
hotsanintroductiontotourismpdf.snapshots/snapshot.desc
riptions" once the snapshot is created, you can use any

of the methods documented in the snapshot
documentation .
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escs prevent severe financial loss by minimizing the
ripple effect from a disaster. planning and monitoring

can minimize risk and allow for more flexible response to
a natural disaster. escs can also provide coverage during

an emergency because their wide coverage areas
minimize the need for response time. following disasters,
extensive damage caused by flood and storm can affect
lives and property. if the building destruction or personal
injury are caused by a natural disaster, then the victims

are entitled to financial compensation from the
government. the building destruction damages can be

estimated in future bills, and for the personal injury, the
victims can be compensated by insurance. while it is

important to recover the personal injury compensation, it
is just as important to keep buildings damaged from a
natural disaster. from a damage recovery perspective,

the government is also concerned in preventing a loss in
tourism income due to the damage. in this paper, we

investigate the issue of tourism damage from a disaster
with an esc for a region in south korea. the study area is

busan metropolitan area. its population is almost 10
million. the precipitation of this region is more than
average in the country. according to a survey of the

korea meteorological administration from 2001 to 2010,
the average yearly precipitation in busan is 763.5 mm. in

2010, the jeolla province witnessed the third worst
precipitation; busan had 1462.7 mm. from a peak of

precipitation in the summer, the precipitation has now
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decreased. it is thought that the precipitation has
decreased due to the global warming. the same trend

will continue in the coming years. considering the
damage in tourism during floods, an intelligent sensing
system is needed. we carried out a risk assessment and
scenario analysis with the information derived from the
natural disaster of the jeolla province of south korea.

based on the results of the risk assessment, we
conducted scenario analysis and an experiment to

investigate the effectiveness of the scenario. we predict
the conditions of the scenarios, including the amount of

rain. 5ec8ef588b
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